Prerequisite Information and Course Dependencies for BS in CT

Before enrolling in a course, you must first complete each of its prerequisite courses with grades of at least C- (unless stated otherwise). This imposes some tight constraints on the order in which you must take the core courses. You should keep this in mind as you plan your schedule each semester.

Optional general electives recommended for anyone lacking basic computer, internet, or programming skills to be taken before or concurrently with Cmp Sci 1250 or Cmp Sci 2250

General electives credit only, not major credit. Not required.

Required in Math.

Required in Cmp Sci.

Required in Inf Sys.

Note!
Program pending. If approved, first degrees could likely be awarded Fall 2018.

Note!
Math 3000 currently requires 1900. When the new program is approved we will lower to 1800.

Students with introductory programming background but w/o 1250 transferred can request to start with 2250 and will have 1250 credited upon successful completion of 2250. Such students can also request to register for 2700 together with 2250.